ACROSS
1 Impartial peacekeepers stationed around Indonesia's capital (8)
2 Not straightforward when short of assistance (9)
5 Die from lemonade gone bad (3,3)
4 Former partner to criticise strongly after joke becomes clear (9)
8 Not entirely prepared to be a Mafia boss (3)
3 Former partner to criticise strongly after joke becomes clear (9)
9 Uncertain about having rector next to sullen love poet (10)
6 Inclined to include note on books catching the eye (9)
10 Set forth logically in study about working in the London area (8)
7 Large cask blocking the front part by chance (7)
11 Very unpleasant when cramped? Not half (6)
8 Scoff largely at nonsense in support of Portugal's winger (7)
12 Speaks with passion dismissing earliest of revolutionary periods (4)
9 Speaks with passion dismissing earliest of revolutionary periods (4)
14 A bit of fun at last leading to hesitation by Mellors perhaps (10)
15 A bit of fun at last leading to hesitation by Mellors perhaps (10)
17 Irregular soldier shot crossing road near the centre of Okayama (10)
16 Ranted about keeping horse when no longer needed (9)
18 Starts to investigate several options towards the end of quarantine (7)
19 Hopelessness of father exhibited in want for the most part (7)
20 Minister to become widely spoken about on social media site right away (4)
21 A refusal to receive Labour leader is sent back by letter (7)
23 My place is back in the Spanish legislature (6)
22 Bring to light deception of leave campaigner at last (6)
24 Wearing for each boy actually present (2,6)
25 Right to have volunteers around getting involved and arousing interest (10)
26 Field ambulance eventually obtained by the French (3)
27 Large cask blocking the front part by chance (7)
28 Firm's comfortable sports clothing worn by Neymar primarily (4-4)

DOWN
1 Not straightforward when short of assistance (9)
2 Protective covering for the ears forbidden over time (7)
3 Leaderless splinter group gets something done (6)
4 Inclined to include note on books catching the eye (9)
5 Scoff largely at nonsense in support of Portugal's winger (7)
6 Inclined to include note on books catching the eye (9)
7 Large cask blocking the front part by chance (7)
8 Larger than life in support of Portugal's winger (7)
9 Speaks with passion dismissing earliest of revolutionary periods (4)
10 Set forth logically in study about working in the London area (8)
11 Very unpleasant when cramped? Not half (6)
12 Speaks with passion dismissing earliest of revolutionary periods (4)
13 Things worn by a baseball infielder (5-4)
14 A bit of fun at last leading to hesitation by Mellors perhaps (10)
15 Appallingly inelegant of Rose (9)
16 Ranted about keeping horse when no longer needed (9)
17 Irregular soldier shot crossing road near the centre of Okayama (10)
18 Starts to investigate several options towards the end of quarantine (7)
19 Hopelessness of father exhibited in want for the most part (7)
20 Minister to become widely spoken about on social media site right away (4)
21 A refusal to receive Labour leader is sent back by letter (7)
22 Bring to light deception of leave campaigner at last (6)
23 My place is back in the Spanish legislature (6)